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Guess my age 15 settembre 2020 concorrenti

Guess my age - guess the age is nice Facebook. Melde dich an oder erstelle ein Konto, um dich mit Guess my age – guess the age zu connection. AnmeldenNeues Konto erstellenGuess my age - guess the age is nice Facebook. Melde dich an oder erstelle ein Konto, um dich mit Guess my age – guess the age zu connection. AnmeldenNeues Konto
erstellenGuess my age - guess the ageGefällt mirGefällt dir9. Februar 2020 um 10:48 am · Guys, since I get a lot of questions about reviewing episodes online, I remind you that this isn't possible until however. The episodes can only be seen on air or streaming, but always at the time of transmission on the TV8 website. Thank you good Sunday Gefällt 22
Mal9 CommentariesAscolti TV January 15, 2021 : On TV8 Guess my Age entertains 556,000 viewers with 2% share and on the Nove Deal with it - Staying at the game has awash 432,000 viewers adched up by 1.6%. ---------------------------------------------------------------- Bones TV8 male the nine Enrico Papi lead Guess My Age is a TV8 game show, hosted by
Enrico Papi. In each episode, to take home the cash prize, a few contestants should guess the age of six unknown ordinary people. Guess My Age on Guess My Age TV airs Monday through Friday in TV8's access prime time from 8.30pm to 9.10pm. The first edition aired on Monday, August 28, 2017. The second edition starts on Monday 27 August 2018.
The third edition will 2 September 2019. In the 2017-2018 edition there were three special episodes, called Guess My Age - Special Edition, aired in the first time, starring VIP couples who, to take home the price pool (maximum 200,000 €) had to guess the age of nine competitors, VIP and NIP, with the classic clues, plus three special clues, The Perfect Day,
The Diary and The Band Guess My Age how it works The mechanism of the game is well summed up by the game show's website: A few contestants should try the year of birth of seven people never before seen to defend a prize pool of €100,000. In the first six heats, the participants have six clues: the Song, which was released the same birth year from
the stranger; the VIP, the photo of a familiar character that is the same age; The Remembrance, an anecdote of the life of the unknown; the Chronicle, a fact of topicality that marked his birth year; the Show, an event of the entertainment world that happened in that year; and zoom, which allows you to lurk deeper into the stranger. Each year of difference
between the answer given and the actual age of the stranger makes the prize pool thin. After guessing the age of the first six strangers, the pair of competitors are playing everything in the final challenge: here you should guess the exact age of the seventh unknown counting on four attempts and as many clues and with each fault is the pricing pool Halved.
Guess My Age 2018-19 2018-19 In the first 10 episodes, pairs of contestants comprise an ordinary person and a celebrity. The ten guest stars we'll see in the first two weeks of the program are: Bruno Barbieri, Alessandro Borghese, Davide Camicioli, Fabio Caressa, Lodovica Comello, Giancarlo Fisichella, Federica Fontana, Diletta Leotta, Guido Meda and
Cristiano Tomei. As of this season, the bonus of 500 €is set: the couple in the race can win it in each of the six heats, but only and only if they advise the exact age of the stranger. As of March 25, 2019, the VIPs return: in each episode, a guest star supports a competitor to help him win the prize pool. Playing: Francesca Cipriani, Simona Izzo, Vladmir
Luxuria, Alessia Mancini, Guido Meda, Sandra Milo, Alessandro Cecchi Paone, Maria Teresa Ruta, Giulia Salemi and Davide Valsecchi. Guess My Age 2019 The second edition resumes on 1 January 2019 with nine special episodes in which the competitors are joined in the competition from time to time by a guest star of the world of entertainment and
journalism. Celebrities include Mara Maionchi, Alda D'Eusanio, Anna Billò, Federica Masolin, Giulia De Lellis, Marco Carta, Alessio Viola, Enrica Bonaccorti and Frank Matano. Guess My Age 2019-20 The third edition of the program opens with episodes in which a VIP flanks a competitor. Famous people who agreed to play include actors Eleonora Giorgi
and Massimo Ciavarro, host Enrica Bonaccorti, showgirls Paola Caruso and Costanza Caracciolo, astrologer Paolo Fox, model Francesco monte and Sky sports journalists Davide Camicioli, Mara Sangiorgio and Matteo Bobbi. Guess My Age 2020 The second half of the third edition, which kicks off on January 6, 2020, opens with episodes in which VIPs
support the contestants. They will play: Orietta Berti, Selvaggia Lucarelli, Taylor Mega, Giucas Casella, Cicciolina, il Divino Otelma, Martina Stella, Alex Belli, Francesca De Andrè, Pippo Franco, Giulia De Lellis, Pamela Prati, Aida Yespica, Barbara Bouchet, Enrico Beruschi and Fabio Who is Enrico Papi? Enrico Papi was born a Roman TV host in '65, who
has been working on TV since the eighties, first in Rai (he made his debut at Fantastico Bis in 1988), then at Mediaset (he leads as a telepaparzzo Papi newspapers) and finally at Sky (with Guess My Age). Although most people know him as The Presenter of Sarabanda, Papi is present in numerous successful programs, from Unomattina Estate to the
Sanremo Festival 2001, from Buona Domenica to Beato tra le donne, from Freshmen to Il gioco dei 9, from La daddy e il secchione to La ruota della fortuna. His artistic resume also includes two films, Pale Radish and Ambo, Mushu's dubbing in Mulan and the recording of two singles, Mooseca in 2017 and A Mental Summer in 2018. Guess My Age casting
Guess My Age: how to participate in casting If you want to participate in Guess My Age you have to go to the Magnolia TV website and connect with the casting section, fill out shape form tell your data and something about your life. You can participate both as a competitor and as an unknown. Guess My Age Kids Blogtvitaliana revealed in preview that,
probably over the Christmas period, the participants should be the kids. Guess My Age Kids couples would consist of children aged 7 to 12. Guess My Age App The Guess my Age app Thanks to the official App, available in the App Store and google play, from October 18, 2018 you can guess My Age playing of smartphone even in simulcast with the
episode. The game is the same: you have to guess the age of the seven strangers in the shortest time available. After giving an early age, the live clue is revealed. At that point you only have 15 seconds to confirm or correct the choice, before the right age is revealed. The faster you get, the closer you get to the right age, the more you collect points and stop
the virtual rankings. Attention: in the seventh and final run you only have the first clue and you have to confirm the age within 15 seconds; penalties for each error increase from the first to the last round of the match and with the passage of seconds; in the final run, in case of errors the score was halved). Alternatively, you can play the on-demand game,
which has a general rankings apart, and you have the same clues as the players on TV: the song, the VIP, the memory, the news, the show and the zoom. Guess My Age credits Enrico Papi lead Guess My Age Format original by Vivendi Produced by Magnolia Performed by Enrico Papi Written by Paolo Cucco, Marco Elia and Pietro Gorini Directed by
Alessio Pollacci Sets by Stefania Conti Direction of Photography: Franco Fratus Reboot Guess My Age, the TV8 game show hosted by Enrico Papi, now in its fourth edition The formula doesn't even change in the 2020-2021 season: a few competitors, a series of strangers whose age you should guess at taking home as much money as possible. To step in
the new episodes, two weeks of VIP guests, which will support the competitors until the conquest of the final prize pool. The first of the series was Vittorio Sgarbi, who was the sidekick to the young Arianna, who could hold on to the explosive art critic. Unlike usual, however, Sgarbi was able to check his sows. No conspicuously unexpected, other than the
attempt to consult the smartphone to discover the age of a stranger, stopped in time by Enrico Papi. More energetic than ever, the host mentioned during the debut episode his new show, Name That Voice, which will see the light on TV8 on September 15. So, with the return of Guess my age and Vite from the cover and with the arrival of the musical show,
the exclusive offering of Sky Italia's digital light, has already expanded this summer with the morning holdout Every Morning. The coronavirus epidemic did not the dynamics of the game, as is already evident in the past. Unlike the competitive program, Ordinary Unknowns - The return, aliens enter the studio individually, making the use of plexiglass barriers
disappear. Indeed, if the other television productions are now working in drawdowns, another unknown joins the lineup, but only in power at stake: if the couple don't know how to move with the age of one of the unknown presented, switch, the same principle as the last aid that to Who wants to be a millionaire?. Will the new option make the broadcast even
more dynamic, already offering the pretext of undoubtedly welcoming characters sui generis, magicians, magicians and influencers? 20.30 Guess My Age, the programme run by Enrico Papi, starts again in which a few competitors should guess the age of unknown men and women. In the first episode of the fourth season, Arianna and a special guest play,
Vittorio Sgarbi. 20.35 Behind the backs of competitors, the contingent heard. The spectators in the studio are among them in accordance with the anti-Covid-normi. 20.40 We're at LA7, aren't we? ask Vittorio Sgarbi, who makes his debut in style. A novelty distinguishes the season, the unknown change: if you want to change the mysterious will of which age
should be guessed, just a button! 20.45 The first unknown is Opium, the real name of Luca Oppioli. According to Vittorio Sgarbi, he is 27 years old, for Arianna 29. Opium is the year born Sarah Jessica Parker got engaged to Robert Downey Jr. So what? 36 years old, 7,000 euros less. 20.50 Second unknown, Stefania. The year he was born, Enrico Mentana
was 26 years old. The two say the girl is 32 years old, but she's actually 39. Teacher in self-school, poet for pleasure. Price pool at 82,500 euros! 20.55 Here's the beloved magic of Pause. The third unknown is Mago Linus, born in the year plastic love came out. 25 years for the couple, Vittorio Sgarbi tried to google the result with his famous smartphone. He's
a year wrong, he's 24. 21.00 Miss Mary is the fourth unknown. Pink hair, shorts and pink jacket. All pink, except the expression of the stranger when the couple give her 57 years earlier, 54 years later. The influencer was born in the same year as Gigi D'Alessio and is 53 years old. 21.05 Erica is the fifth competitor. Passionate about motorcycles, she was 17
years old when Marco Simoncelli died. He's currently 26, but the two say 22. 21.10 Last unknown is Luigi, directly from Riccione with his yellow patterned shirt. Mathematics teacher, to whom they attributed 64 years, but he is 66. Final pricing pool? 51,500 euros. 21.15 Richard is the last unknown. How old will he be? Enrico Papi advertises his new show,
Name That Tune (Sarabanda who meets Music Quiz), while the couple write the unknown 51 years. Wrong... 21.20 He's not 51, 57 62 years old. However, the year of Equus' release with Richard Burton was born and and years of Elisha. The couple is 54, but Riccardo is just 43... Guess My Age starts again - Guess the age, the game show hosted by Enrico
Papi in TV8's access prime-time. The programme, now in its fourth edition, returns to air today, Monday, August 31, 2020, at 8.30 pm. New pairs of competitors are preparing to guess the age of seven unknown people to keep the price pool of 100,000 euros firm and try to guess the years of the last mystery stranger. You can follow the first episode of the
2020-2021 edition of Guess My Age – Guess age with live blogging on Tvblog, followed by the usual review. On the occasion of the start of the new season of Guess My Age, in the first two weeks of the broadcast the contestants will be supported and supported by celebrity guests, TV8 friends and former competitors of the Big Brother VIP 4 home. Vittorio
Sgarbi, Rosanna Cancellieri (new landlady of Vite da copertina), Adriana Volpe, Valeria Marini, Michele Cucuzza, Paolo Ciavarro, Eva Grimaldi, Alessio Viola and winner Paola Di Benedetto will compete in order of participation. Guess My Age – Guess the age of 2020-21, where watching it live TV and live-streaming Guess My Age is broadcast from 8.30pm
on TV8, but you can also follow it online from TV8's official website to this address. Guess My Age – Guess the age of 2020-21, second screen and guess my age program is also present on social media, to be exactly on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. The hashtag to try to guess with other viewers the age of the unknown and to comment on the episode
#guessmyage. Produced by Magnolia, the director of Guess My Age is Alessio Pollacci, while the sets are by Stefania Ponti and photography by Franco Fratis. Mr Fratis.
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